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Wizardry Legacy v1 History

This page contains the development history of the first wizardry Legacy video game.

Version 0.1.6 (March 1st, 2006)

 There is not much new stuff, it is more a recompilation and repackaging to rerelease the game that was not

available for a long time.

 Some little functionality has been added to the map editor, but it is really minimal.

 Since the Database is now available as a stand alone library, I decided to remove the database file and use the

external library.

Version 0.1.5 (July 16th, 2004)

 Party manipulation works correctly. You can now quit a game from a maze and start back at the same

position. When you party is out in a city or in a maze you cannot disband it. You need to use a special city

command Retire Party to send back party in reserve. When your party is defeated. It stay lost in the maze. There

will be a destroy party command to destroy lost parties you do not want to recuperate.

 Most combat features works corretly. Fight and parry command are functional and you earn reward for

combat. You can also run from battles and your combat range is affected by your weapon.

 Rules has been changed again, there are now more simple and look closer to the original Wizardry ( Dungeon

& Dragons ). Without losing the features I wanted.

 Class system has been implemented and adapted to the new rule system. There won't be any class creation

system yet.

Version 0.1.1 (May 9th, 2004)

 This is a small version update. I have definitly destroyed the string class and replace it with char tables. I have

also corrected a few bug and it now compiles better on all OS.

Version 0.1.0 (April 28th, 2004)

 Restructuration of the file system. The game datafiles are now in separates files in it's own directory to facilate

changes. A series of sub directories have been made to shorten the root filelist. There is a subdir for adventure,

savegame, datafile, and other. In the future, you will have to unzip with path options ( for dos users ).

 Roofless maze is now optionaly supported on the 1st level of the maze. You can now set a starting location in



the maze ( other than 0, 0, 0 ). The maze width is now variable and the maximum width is extended to 100x100

instead of 50x50. Finaly, maze support seethrough wall. It use the wall Masked texture. The event information is

also loaded from a database in the adventure file.

 Redesiged all Item and race information according to new rules.

 Party now has a physical location and load the appropriate city. Maze can load itself from the adventure and

warping from cities to cities to maze works.

 Adventure loading and registering works perfectly. Cities are generated from adventure info maze are also

generated with their savevalues saved.

 The showing of the Intro Story, Ending Story and Credits works.

 The structure of the adventure datafile has been defined, from now on we will be able to use the information

from the adventure.

 The combat engine partialy works. Must wait implementation of rules to continue.

 Encounter Engine Partialy Work. It can select monsters from a list according to various parameters. NPC

encounter and BOSS encounter does not work.

 Race creation partialy works. Special abilities are not implemented and you cannot add theses races in a new

game. Exportation and importation is still missing.

Version 0.0.8 (October 1st, 2003)

 The game now support and sell accessories and expandables. The monster list will all their stats have also been

created and they will be used for combat.

 New maze texture, monster images, fonts and a few other thing has been added to the datafile.

 Game windows can now optionaly be textured or colored.

 You can now view the stats of the character's equipment and the current combat stats of the character

according to the many modifiers.

 Additional character feature like : Level up, Equiping restriction ( attribute requirement and cursed items ) and

the possibility to change the name of your character and the implementation of fighting style.

 Some races now possess some special abilities like dark vison, natural armor and some other have natural

resistance to special health wound ( poison, desease, doom, etc ). Still, somme abilities are not effective yet.

Version 0.0.7 (July 30th, 2003)

 The player, character and all the game data is saved in a savefile for each for each game.

 You can now create games and player account. The list is also saved on disk.

 The game has now been modified to work with the database.

 The database has been programmed, including all it's required tool, it will soon be linked with the game.

Version 0.0.6 (march 20th, 2003)

 Setup programm is now imbeeded with the programm and works perfectly.

 A lot of new images and sound are now available in the game.

 The maze has been rebuilt from head to tails. It now possess much more features and possibilities compared to



the old maze structure. ( Light, room objects, special events, etc. And also a cool teleporter effect.

 The demo maze design is a self explainable tutorial in itself.

Version 0.0.5 (December 13th, 2002)

The game configuration is saved on disk

 The list engine is working and it will be primarily used for the art Gallery.

 All the equipment class are available.

 The art Gallery is working perfectly. Music and monster are now accessible.

 I have created a new window system which make interface programming much more easier with the ability to

easily draw windows one upon the other.

 City now possess functional Inn and Weapon/Armor Shop.

Version 0.0.4 (June 21st, 2002)

 Many Internal change including change to string class and the addition of my own random number generation

class.

 Almost complete character creation.

Version 0.0.3 (may 27th, 2002)

 Maze door and field ( poison gas, darkness, fog ) implementation.

 Floors and ceiling are now drawn, uncluding specials

 Stairs, exits and teleporter works in the maze

Version 0.0.2 (may 23rd, 2002)

 Option menu engine now implemented for option screen.

 Camp menu with character inspection works perfectly

 Players option menu has been implemented.

 Make character creation section.

Version 0.0.1 (?Somewhere After March 14th, 2002?)

 The data base class have been made but not all the functionalities have been implemented. There sre still a

few classes missing.

 The maze engine works perfectly but there are still many thing to add ( like doors, stairs, etc )

 Basic city engine works but not any building has implemented.

 Menu engine works perfectly.

 Maze engine now display Party class information.
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